# 2014 Core Curriculum Rubric for Social Responsibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exemplary</th>
<th>Accomplished</th>
<th>Competent</th>
<th>Beginning</th>
<th>Deficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Intercultural Competency
- **Artifact shows superior Knowledge, comprehension, application, evaluation, synthesis/creativity And/or communication with And/or empathy for Diverse regional, national, and global communities.**
- **Artifact shows clear Knowledge, comprehension, application, evaluation, synthesis/creativity And/or communication with And/or empathy for Diverse regional, national, and global communities.**
- **Artifact shows satisfactory Knowledge+comprehension+application And/or communication with and/or empathy for diverse regional, national, and global communities.**
- **Artifact shows some knowledge+comprehension+application And/or communication with and/or empathy for diverse regional, national, and global communities.**
- **Artifact shows partial or unclear: knowledge+comprehension communication with and/or empathy for diverse regional, national, and global communities.**

### Knowledge of Civic Responsibility
- **Artifact shows superior awareness and knowledge of civic responsibility through Civic Identity and/or Civic Action**
- **Artifact shows clear awareness and knowledge of civic responsibility through Civic Identity and/or Civic Action**
- **Artifact shows satisfactory awareness and knowledge of civic responsibility through Civic Identity and/or Civic Action**
- **Artifact shows some awareness and knowledge of civic responsibility through Civic Identity and/or Civic Action**
- **Artifact shows partial or unclear awareness and knowledge of Civic responsibility through Civic Identity and/or Civic Action**

**Examples of Civic Identity:**
1) personally reflects on civic issues; 2) feels connected to civic society; 3) is motivated to engage in civic society 4) adopts civic and/or socially responsible values

**Examples of Civic Action:**
1) participates in or communicates about civic engagement; 2) intends to implement a plan for civic engagement; 3) encourages others to participate in civic action; 4) actively seeks to create lasting change in civic sphere.